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Document 134 

2 1. nikolay kishkin article on chernomyrdin's 28 jan report to parliament 
on anticrisis measures p 1 fyi (600) 2. aleksandr nikolayev delhi report 
on yeltsin visit to india; signing of documents for basis of new mutual 
relations between the two countries pp 1, 3 fyi (800) 3. igor ostrovskiy 
dnepropetrovsk article on ukraine's economic struggles; relations with 
neighbors; party, komsomol organizations p 1 fyi (850) 4. vitaliy 
golovachev interview with russian central bank first deputy chairman 
arnold voylukov on what fate awaits the new russian money p 2 text (1100) 
(934A0695A) 5. igor tsarev article examining binary chemical weapon 
development in russia; super-secret test site in shikhany; 1982 experiment 
on lieutenant vladimir petrenko; 1991 secret lenin prize for binary 
chemical weapon development; viI mirzayanov affair p 2 fyi (1200) 6. 
vissarion sisnev washington report on appointment of thomas pickering as 
u.s. ambassador to russia; highlights of pickering's career p 3 no further 
processing planned (400) 7. yuriy shokin article on how detectives and \ 
experts destroyed the legend of the 1947 'f~cident near 
roswell, new mexico p 4 fyl (1300) (endall) ............... 29/2043z jan 
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